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Variable selection and its strict evaluation
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Data sets for multivariate regression models in chemometrics typically have some
hundred to some thousand x-variables, hence a variable selection appears useful or even
necessary [1]. PLS and similar regression methods can use data sets with more variables
than objects and also highly conelating variables; nevertheless, there are arguments for
variable selection: (l) Use of many variables gives a better fit of the model for the training
data; however, an optimum prediction performance of test data is desired; reduction of the
variables may avoid overfitting and may result in an improved prediction performance. (2)
Models with too many variables are hard to interpret.

An exhaustive search for the best subset of variables is not possible for data sets
with the mentioned numbers of variables, and therefore in practice all resulting subsets
from variable selection have to be considered as being suboptimal. No general nrle is
known for suggesting the best variable seiection stategy for a given data set.
Consequently, several strategies with varying paxameters are often applied, resulting in
different subsets of the original variables. The performances of models derived from these
variable subsets have to be compared - independently from any performance measures
obtained during variable selection. Note, that a combination of good variable subsets not
necessarily improves or even keeps the model performance.

The evaluation strategy applied here is repeated double cross validation (rdCV) [2]
together with PLS regression. This method gives an estimation of the optimum number of
PLS components, and an estimation ofthe model performance for test set objects that have
not been used in any step of model creation or optimization. Fudhermore, rdCV delivers
estimations of the variation of the fural optimum number of PLS components, and the final
standard error of prediction (SEP), thus supporting a reasonable comparison of different
variable sets.

Several variable selection methods have been compared and applied to data sets
fron analytical chemistry and QSPR [3]. The variable selection methods comprise uni- and
bivariate methods (e. g., selection of x-variables with maximum correlation coefücients
with the response variable y), stepwise selection methods, and multivariate methods (e. g.,
based on absolute standardized regression coefficients of PLS models with all variables,
but also by using random forests and genetic algorithms). A set of user-oriented R-
firnctions makes these variable selection methods and the rdCV-PLS evaluation of the
resulting variable subsets easily accessible.
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